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Hello.
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Digital Marketing
Glossary.
Sit in any room with a group of digital marketers for long
enough and, if you're not an industry insider, chances are
you'll fall prey to confusing buzzwords or industry jargon.
In our world, breadcrumbs aren't the stuff your
sourdough loaf leaves behind. A cookie isn't something
you bake in the oven. A medium isn't someone who can
foretell the future and organic doesn't refer to vegetables
grown in Uncle Bob's fertiliser-free garden.
To help out, the friendly team at Digital Koalas have
compiled this glossary. Think of it as a buzzword buster.
We haven't gone all-out to compile the definitive list, but
we've included the main ones we think people might
want to know.
Hey, it’s ok not to know our industry jargon. We probably
don’t know yours, either. Right?
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DIGITAL MARKETING
GLOSSARY
Need to know the A, B, C of
digital marketing?
We’ve got you covered.
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A.
Ads
Abbreviation for advertisements.
Ad Extensions
Additional pieces of information that can be added to Google Adwords ads, including reviews,
address, pricing, callouts, app downloads, sitelinks, and click-to-call. Ad extensions help
advertisers create richer, more informative ads that take up more on-page real estate, which
generally lead to higher Click Through Rates.
Administrator
Also known as an admin.
A person who manages a computer network, system network, website or digital marketing
platform on behalf of a business. An admin usually has full rights to add and delete other
users, make significant changes that normal users are not authorised to make.
Adwords (Google Adwords)
A Google-owned program that is used by advertisers to place ads on Google search results
pages (SERPs), on YouTube, and on Google ad network sites. Adwords is the primary platform
for PPC advertising.
Analytics (Google Analytics)
A Google-owned platform that offers webmasters statistics and data about website visitors.
Google Analytics (sometimes known as GA) shows webmasters to see where web traffic comes
from and how visitors behave once they land on a website.
Algorithm
A process or set of rules that computers follow to perform a task. In digital marketing,
algorithm refers to Google's processes used to order and rank websites in search results. The
main ranking algorithm in SEO is referred to as the "Core Algorithm". Google's ranking
algorithm changes frequently and considers over 200 factors when choosing which websites to
rank.

Apps
Apps or applications refer to software that a user can download to their mobile smartphone.
Users can also access web applications, such as online banking calculators and tools, by visiting
websites that host specialist applications.
Archive
Archive is storage of old websites and online data. This is accessible via Google's cache in
search results or via the Wayback Machine via archive.org

B.
Business-to-Business (B2B)
Business to business (B2B) is a marketing term that describes businesses that sell to other
businesses as their primary target market.
Business-to-Consumr (B2C)
Business to Consumer (B2C) is a marketing term that describes businesses that sell to
consumers as their primary target market. Whether a business is B2B or B2C is important
because it determines strategy and platforms.
Banner Ad
A popular type of digital image ad that can be placed across various websites. The largest and
most popular image ad network is run by Google and allows ads in different sizes.
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B.
Bing
A web search engine that provides search services for web, video, image and map search products. Bing is
owned and operated by Microsoft and it powers Yahoo! Search. Bing now controls approximately >20% of
the search share.
Blog
Short for “web log”. A blog is a web page or a website that is regularly updated with new written content.
Blogs are an important section of a website in digital marketing, as they offer fresh new content on a regular
basis which can help attract new visitors, engage existing visitors, and give authority signals to Google.
Bot
An automated program that visits websites, sometimes also referred to as a “crawler” or a “spider”. Search
Engines like Google uses bots to crawl websites so that they can be ranked and added to search indexes.
Spam bots visit websites for nefarious reasons, often showing in Google Analytics as spammy traffic.
Bounce Rate
The percentage of visitors to a website that leave immediately without clicking or interacting with any
portion of the page. For example, if 100 people visit a website, and 50 of them immediately leave, the
website has a bounce rate of 50%. Websites aim to have as low of a bounce rate as possible and averages
tend to be anywhere between 40-60%.
Bread Crumbs
Links at the top of a web page or in a search result, that better help the user navigate the site. Onsite links
often appear near the web page’s title and look something like this: Home > Services > Specific Service.
Browser (or web browser)
Software that enables a user to navigate the internet. Examples include Safari, Chrome, Firefox and others.
Business Manager
A Facebook platform that allows marketers to manage multiple pages and ad accounts in one central
dashboard location.
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B.
Buyer Persona
This will include demographics like gender, age and interests. It is based on research of your
target market so that your customers’ buying motivations, behaviors and goals are considered.

C.
Campaign
A series of advertising messages that share a theme, and market a product or service. In the
context of digital marketing, campaigns can be run through search and display network
advertising platforms (i.e. Google, Bing), social media, email, or other online platforms.
Campaigns can also refer to a comprehensive digital marketing strategy or project.
Click-Through-Rate (CTR)
A metric showing how often people click on an ad or search result after they see it. It can be
calculated by dividing the number of clicks, by the number of impressions (how many times
the ad or search result was seen). This ratio can be useful when determining whether the
messaging matches what the consumer is searching for, and if it resonates with them. A higher
click-through-rate means more engagement, which generally leads to more quality
conversions.
Code
The languages used to build a website. The most commonly used languages in web design are
HTML, CSS, JS, and PHP.

Content
Any form of online media that can be read, watched, or provides an interactive experience. Content
commonly refers to written materials, but also includes images and videos.
Conversion
The completion of a predefined goal. This is often used to track the number of site visitors that have been
“converted” into paying customers, though sales are not always chosen as the metric. Other common goals
are newsletter subscriptions and content downloads from the website.
Conversion Rate
The rate at which visitors to a website complete the predefined goal. It is calculated by dividing the number
of goal achievements by the total number of visitors. For example, if 100 people visit a website and 10 of
them complete the conversion goal (like filling out a contact form) then the conversion rate is 10%.
Cost Per Acquisition (CPA)
A metric in paid advertising platforms that measures how much money is spent in order to acquire a new
lead or customer. It can be calculated by dividing the total spend by the number of conversions, for a given
period of time. For example, if in a month a PPC account spends $1000 dollars and gets 10 conversions
(leads), then the cost per acquisition is $100.
Cookie
A small item of data sent from a website, that is stored on the user’s device. Cookies help the user’s device
remember useful data like items in a shopping cart, which pages have already been visited or form field
information.
Cost Per Click (CPC)
The amount of money spent for a click on an ad in a Pay-Per-Click campaign. In Google’s Adwords platform,
each keyword will have an estimated click cost, but the prices change in real time as advertisers bid against
each other for each keyword. Average CPCs can range from less than $1 dollar for longtail or lowcompetition keywords, to upwards of $100 per click forvery competitive industries.
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C.
CPM – Stands for “Cost Per Thousand” (M is the roman numeral for 1,000).
This is the amount an advertiser pays for 1,000 impressions of their ad. For example, if a publisher charges $10
CPM, and your ad shows 2000 times, you will pay $20 for the campaign ($10 x 1000 impressions) x 2. Measuring
ad success with CPM is most common in awareness campaigns, where impressions are more important than
conversions or clicks.
Call to Action (CTA)
An element on a web page used to guide visitors towards a specific action or conversion. A CTA can be a clickable
button, an image, or standard text. They typically uses imperative verb phrases like: “call today” or “buy now”.
CTR (Click Through Rate)
The ratio of how many times an advertisement was clicked on, versus how many times it was shown. It is
calculated by dividing the ad’s clicks by the ad’s impressions. For example, if an ad is shown to 100 people, and 10
of them click the ad, then it has a click through rate of 10% (10 clicks / 100 impressions = 10%)

D.
Dashboard
A web page that contains and displays aggregate data about the performance of a website or digital marketing
campaign. A dashboard pulls information from various data sources and displays the information in an easy-toread format.
Digital Marketing
A catchall term for online work that includes specialized marketing practices like SEO, PPC, CRO, web design,
blogging, content, and any other form of advertising on a internet-connected device with a screen. Traditionally,
television was not considered digital marketing, however the shift from cable television to internet streaming
means that digital advertising can now be served to online TV viewers.
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D.
Directory
A website that categorically lists websites with similar themes. Some directories like chambers
of commerce (a list of businesses in one geographic area) can be helpful for SEO, however
widespread abuse of spam directories led Google to discount links from directories whose sole
purpose was selling links.
Display Ads
Ads on a display network which include many different formats such as: images, flash, video,
and audio. Also commonly known as banner ads, these are the advertisements that are seen
around the web on news sites, blogs, and social media.
Display Network
A network of websites and apps that show display ads on their web pages. Google’s display
network spans over 2 million websites that reach over 90% of people on the internet.
Businesses can target consumers on the display network based on keywords/topics, placement
on specific webpages, and through remarketing.
Domain Name System (DNS)
It is a protocol that translates website URLs (which use alphabetic characters) into IP addresses
(that use numeric characters). DNS exists because it is more useful for internet users to
remember letters and words in website URLs, but the world wide web communicates in
numbers with IP addresses. Without DNS, every website would just be a string of numbers
rather than a traditional URL.

E.
Ecommerce (or E-Commerce)
Stands for Electronic Commerce, it is a classification for businesses that conduct business online. The most
common form of e commerce business is an online retailer that sells products direct to the consumer.
Email List
A collection of email addresses that can be used to send targeted email marketing campaigns. Lists are
typically segmented by user classification, so a list of existing customers can receive one type of
communication, while potential customers can receive more promotional communication.
Email Marketing
The use of email with the goal of acquiring sales, customers, or any other type of conversion.
Engagement Rate
Blog, Facebook posts, tweets and photos on Instagram all have engagement rates. This is how much users
are interacting with your brand. How many comments did you get on that post? How many shares did that
blog receive? Usually the higher your engagement rate is, the better your content is – which is great for SEO.
If search engines see that users are interacting with your website and social media channels you will be
viewed as a notable source in your industry.
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F.
Facebook Advertising
Facebook allows advertisers to reach its users through their ad network. A range of ad types can be created to
reach various goals set by companies. Facebook advertising is unique in that audiences are set up based on vast
demographic information that Facebook has about their users, as compared to Google advertising that uses
keywords.
Facebook Business Page
A public webpage on Facebook created to represent a company. Using a business page gives users access to
Facebook Ads Manager. It also allows businesses to engage with users (i.e. page likes, message responses, post
content).
Facebook Ads Manager
Ads Manager is a tool for creating Facebook ads, managing when and where they’ll run, and tracking how well
campaigns are performing on Facebook, Instagram or their Audience Network.
Form Fill
When a visitor has filled out a contact form on a website, commonly used as a noun to refer to a conversion. “This
month our marketing campaign generated 20 phone calls and 8 form fills.”
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G.
Google
Company behind the search engine giant Google.com. Founded in 1998, Google now controls
approximately 80% of the search market. Google has also expanded to include many software
services, both directly related to search, and targeted towards consumers outside of the search
marketing industry like Google Chrome (a web browser), Google Fiber (internet service), Gmail
(email client), and Google Drive (a file storing platform). Google is owned by parent company
Alphabet.
Google Analytics
A free software platform created by Google, which is used to analyze nearly every aspect of
users accessing a website. Website traffic, conversions, user metrics, historical data
comparisons, and effectiveness of each channel of marketing can all be managed using this
tool.
Google Adwords
Google’s online advertising service. This system allows advertisers to reach customers through
their search and display networks. AdWords offers several cost models which vary by bidding
strategy and company goals. Advertisers can bid on keywords which allows their ads to show in
Google search results and on Google’s network of partner websites.

Google Partner Agency
An agency that is certified by Google for meeting certain requirements. To be a Google Partner, an agency
must have an Adwords certified employee affiliated to the company profile, meet spend requirements, and
Meet the performance requirement by delivering overall ad revenue and growth, and maintaining and
growing the customer base.
Google Reviews
Reviews left using the Google My Business platform. Reviews are on a 1-5 star scale, and include a brief
message written by the reviewer. Reviews can show up in the knowledge graph in Google searches, and
have been shown to positively correlate with SEO rankings.
Google Shopping
Google’s online shopping search results. These are an advertising product from Google.
Google Tag Manager (GTM)
Google Tag Manager is a tool that is designed to manage JavaScript and HTML tags that are used for tracking
and analytics on websites. It allows webmasters and SEOs to add snippets of code and tracking pixels,
without having to modify onsite script.

Google Maps
Google’s map listing service, Google Maps, is an online location service, which businesses with
physical addresses can use to get listings for free.
Google My Business
The platform on which businesses can input information to appear in the search results, map
packs, location searches, and more. Name, address, phone number, website link, hours of
operation, reviews and more can all be managed through this tool. GMB is crucial to local SEO
campaigns and is directly related to location-based searches.
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H.
Hashtag
A phrase beginning with the symbol “#” used in social media as a way for tagging content for users to find. Adding
hashtags to a post allows users to find that post when searching for that topic. This can be used for finding users
looking for broad topics on social media, as well as niche, detailed topics.
Header
Header can refer to either the top portion of a webpage that typically contains the logo and menu, or the section
of HTML in a website’s code that contains important information about the site.
HTML
Stands for Hypertext Markup Language. HTML is a set of codes that are used to tell a web browser how to display
a webpage. Each individual code is called an element, or a tag. HTML has a starting and ending element for most
markups.
HTTP
Stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
HTTP is the protocol used by the world wide web to define how data is formatted and transmitted, and what
actions web browsers and web servers should take to respond to a command. When you enter a website into your
web browser and press enter, this sends an HTTP command to a web server, which tells the server to fetch and
send the data for that website to your browser. HTTPS is the secure version.
Hyperlink
A hyperlink is an HTML code that creates a link from one webpage to another web page, characterized often by a
highlighted word or image that takes you to the destined location when you click on that highlighted item.
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I.
Impression
A term used in Pay per click advertising that represents how many times an ad was shown.
Impression Share
Used in Pay per click advertising, this metric refers to the percentage of times viewers have
seen an advertiser’s ad, in relation to the total possible amounts that ad could have been seen.
If an ad campaign’s impression share is 70%, then the ads showed 7 out of 10 possible times.
Inbound Marketing
Inbound marketing refers to the activities and strategies used for attracting potential users or
customers to a website. “Inbound” is a more recent buzzword for what has traditionally been
called “SEO”. Inbound marketing is crucial to having a good web presence, as it’s used to
attract prospective customers by educating and building trust about your services, product
and/or brand. (See also: organic)
Index
When used as a noun, index refers to all of the web pages that Google has crawled and stored
to be shown to Google searchers (eg: “The Google index has billions of websites”). When used
as a verb, it refers to the act of Google copying a web page into their system (eg: “Google
indexed my website today so it will start appearing in their search results”).
IP Address
An IP (Internet Protocol) address is a unique number that identifies a device using the internet
to communicate over a network. Each device has a unique IP address, and can be used to
locate and differentiate that device from all other devices when using the internet. You can
find your public IP address by going to Google and searching “what is my ip address.”

K.
Keyword
A word or phrase indicative of the major theme in a piece of content. When you search for something in a
search engine, you type in a keyword and the search engine gives you results based on that keyword. One
major Goal of SEO is to have your website show in searches for as many relevant keywords as possible.
KPI (Key Performance Indicator)
KPI’s appear in all types of marketing and businesses use them to measure the success of their campaigns.
Your KPI can be any type of analytic like a click through rate, engagement rate, bounce rate and others.

L.
Landing Page
The destination webpage a user lands on after clicking on a link (either in an ad or anywhere else). Some
landing pages are designed with the purpose of lead generation, while others are used to direct the flow of
traffic throughout a site.
Lead
A potential customer in the sales funnel who has communicated with a business with intent to purchase
through a call, email, or online form fill.
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L.
Link
Also known as a hyperlink, a link is a string of hypertext transfer protocol structured text used to connect web
pages on the internet. There are two main forms of links: internal links that point to pages on the same site, and
external links that point to web pages on a different website.
Linkedin Advertising
LinkedIn’s advertising platform. Through different ad formats, advertisers can bid on ad space and target unique
audiences based on job title, years of experience, industry, and many other demographics.
Lookalike Audience
A targeting option offered by Facebook’s ad service. This audience is created from a source audience (i.e. fans of
your Facebook page, email list), and from this list Facebook will identify common characteristics between
audience members. Facebook will then target users that exhibit similar interests or qualities.

M.
Medium (source/medium):
Medium is the general category of traffic to a website tracked in google analytics.
Some examples of common medium are:
• Organic
• CPC
• Email
• Referral
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M.

P.

Metadata
HTML snippets added to a webpage’s code that add contextual information for web crawlers
and search engines. Search engines use metadata to help decide what information from a
webpage to display in their results. Example meta tags include the date the page was
published, the page title, author, and image descriptions.

Pixel
This is a snippet of code that is inserted onto your website for tracking purposes. It can gather analytics and
data on your customers and their movement across your website. You can also use pixels to retarget
customers with Facebook. Since the pixel on your site is tracking every customer that visits, you can use this
data to target them in future Facebook ads.

Meta Description
One of the meta tags that gives a description of the page in 160 characters. The meta
description is an important aspect of a webpage because it is what appears in Google searches
and other search engine results.

PPC / Pay-Per-Click
An online advertising model in which advertisers are charged for their ad once it is clicked. The PPC model is
commonly associated with search engine and social media advertising like Google Adwords and Facebook
Ads.

Meta Keywords
A specific meta tag that displays the specific keywords addresses in a page. After meta keyword
markup was abused on some websites, listed keywords no longer apply to how a page is
categorized by google and other search engines.

Position
The placement in a search engine’s (Google, Bing, etc) search results, where a site ranks for a specific query
or keyword.

O.
Organic
A source of traffic to a website that comes through clicking on a non-paid search engine result.
Organic traffic is a primary measurement of an SEO campaign and will generally grow as a site
ranks better for relevant keywords in search engines.

Q.
Quality Score
Google Adwords’ rating of the relevance and quality of keywords used in PPC campaigns. These scores are
largely determined by relevance of ad copy, expected click-through rate, as well as the landing page quality
and relevance. Quality score is a component in determining ad auctions, so having a high score can lead to
higher ad rankings at lower costs.
Query
The term given for what a user types and searches using search engines like Google, Bing, and Yahoo.
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R.
Rankings
A general term for where a website appears in search engine results. A site’s “ranking” may increase or decrease
over time for different search terms, or queries. Ranking is specific to each keyword, so a website may have
keywords that rank on the first page, and others that don’t.
Redirect
A way by which a web browser takes a user from one page to another without the user clicking or making any
input. There are various types of redirects (the most common of which is the 301 redirect), which serve different
purposes. Typically, this helps improve user experience across a website by helping the user find what they are
looking for or avoiding dead ends like 404 (Not Found) errors.
Referral
A medium denoted in Google Analytics that represents a website visit that came from another website (as
opposed to coming from a Google search, for example). When users click on a link to another, external webpage,
they are said to have been “referred” there.
Remarketing
Also known as retargeting, a type of paid ad that allows advertisers to show ads to customers who have already
visited their site. Once a user visits a site, a small piece of data called a “cookie” will be stored in the user’s
browser. When the user then visits other sites, this cookie can allow remarketing ads to be shown. Remarketing
allows advertisers to “follow” users around in attempts to get the user back to the original site.
ROI
Stands for Return On Investment. In order for a business to receive a positive ROI, they must earn more money
using marketing channels than they are spending on the marketing itself.
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S.
Search Network
A group of websites in which ads can appear. Google’s Search Network, for example, is a group
of Google & non-Google websites that partner with Google to show text ads.

Sitelink
An ad extension in Google Adwords that appears below the main ad copy which links to a specific page on
the website (i.e. Contact Us, About Us, etc.). Ads can have from 2-6 sitelinks.

Search Engine
A program that searches an index of information and returns results to the user based on
corresponding keywords. The most well-known search engines are Google, Youtube, Bing, and
Yahoo. (Baidu in China.)

Sitemap
An XML file or page on a website that lists all of the pages and posts for search engines to see. This
document helps search engines quickly understand all of the content that they should be aware of on a
particular website.

SEM (Search Engine Marketing)
A term that can apply to either 1. Any digital marketing that involves the use of a search
engine, or 2. Only paid digital marketing that involves a search engine, ie: PPC (pay-per-click).
There is not an industry standard as to which definition is correct, however the latter is most
commonly used.

Source
A term in Google Analytics that helps webmasters classify where traffic is coming from (for example, the
“source” of the web traffic). Source can be a search engine (for example, Google) or a domain
(www.example.com)

SEO (Search Engine Optimisation)
The process of improving a website’s performance and positioning in organic search engine
results through a variety of methodologies including content production or improvement,
technical and code improvement, and link acquisition.
SERP
Stands for Search Engine Results Page, the page featuring a list of search results that is
returned to the searcher after they submit a keyword search.
Sessions
A metric in Google Analytics that measures one user interacting with a website during a given
period of time, which Google defaults to 30 minutes. A session is not dependent on how many
pages are viewed, so if a person goes to a website and looks around at different pages for 20
minutes, it would count as 1 session.

T.
Tag
In WordPress, a tag is an identifying marker used to classify different posts based on keywords and topic.
Although similar to WordPress categories, tags are more granular and specific, while categories are broad
and thematic.
Thank You Page
A thank you page is a page that acknowledges a conversion that took place on a website. This is often used
for campaign tracking purposes.
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T.
Title Tag
An HTML element that is used to describe the specific topic of a web page. Title tags are displayed in the tabbed
top bar of a web browser. In SEO, it is best practice to have descriptive title tags featuring your main keywords,
rather than something basic like “home”.
Tracking Code
A script, often placed in the header, footer, or thank you page of a website that passes information along to
software tools for data gathering purposes. Tools like Google Analytics, Google Adwords utilize tracking codes so
that they can track information about users who view a site.
Traffic
The visitors to your website.
Twitter Advertising
Allows marketers to promote a tweet on users feeds without that user having to follow your brand for it to appear
on their feed. These advertisements can be used to grow brand awareness, gain more followers, extend social
media reach, and/or reach out to prospective customers about a product or service.
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U.
Unique Visitors
A metric used in web analytics to show how many different, unique people view a website over
a period of time. Unique visitors are tracked by their IP addresses. If a visitor visits the same
website multiple times, they will only be counted once in the unique visitors metric.
URL
Stands for Uniform Resource Locator and is the address of a web page. The URL refers to what
specific web page a web browser is viewing.
UI
Stands for User Interface. User interface is the area with which a user interacts with something
through a digital device. Good UI should be fluid and easy for most people to understand. The
term is often used interchangeably with UX (user experience).

V.
Visits
An old term in Google Analytics, which was recently changes to “sessions”.
Visitors
A metric in Google Analytics that quantifies a user of a website over a particular period of time.
Visitors are often broken down between “new visitors” who are browsing for the first time in
the allotted time period, or “returning visitors” who have already browsed at least once in the
given time frame. This term can be used interchangeably with “traffic”.

W.
Webmaster
A website (or platform) administrator (admin) who has full access rights to add, delete and fundamentally
change the website.
Website
One or a group of documents, content and/or media that are accessible on the World Wide Web. Websites
are typically identified with a domain name and published on a web server.
Webinar
An online seminar used to train, inform, or sell to an audience of viewers who signed up to view the
presentation.

Y.
Yelp
A social review platform and search engine that allows users to leave reviews for businesses.
YouTube advertising
A video hosting platform ad medium that offers a variety of ad formats. YouTube ads are created and
managed via the Google Adwords platform.
Yahoo! Search
One of the largest search engines in the world. As of 2009, the platform has been powered by Bing.
Yahoo! Advertising
Yahoo and Bing ads are both run through the Bing Ads platform. These search engines share advertising
networks.
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Thanks.
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